
Get Started!



Let’s invite another  
pup to play time.
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Guardian® GPS
Fence Collar

With your new Guardian® GPS Fence Collar, you can provide the freedom and 
security of your Guardian® GPS Connected Customizable Fence to another dog. 
Up to 8 furry friends can use the fence system — just get a separate collar for each, 
add the collar and pet profile to the My PetSafe® app, and complete the full training 
program with each dog.

The collar has a tone-only setting plus 10 levels of static correction you can easily 
set or adjust in the app to match your pet’s temperament.

Important: Remove the collar from your dog when he comes inside. Do not leave 
the collar on your dog longer than 12 hours a day. Never attach a leash or ID tag to 
it — use a separate collar or harness for that. We do not recommend the collar for 
pets with a history of aggressive behavior, younger than 6 months of age, or under 
10 pounds.
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What you have:

Collar with short 
contact points Collar battery

Antenna

Long contact points
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To charge the collar battery, place the battery in one of the slots in the Guardian® 
GPS Connected Customizable Fence battery charger. Turn the battery so the arrow 
on the top of the battery points to the unlock icon. Press the battery down and turn 
it clockwise to the locked position.

The slot’s LED will glow red when the battery is charging and green when charging 
is complete (within 4 hours). Each charge can last 48 to 72 hours, depending on 
frequency of use.

After charging, release the battery from the charger by pressing it down and turning 
it counterclockwise to the unlocked position.
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To install the battery in the collar, place the battery in the slot on the side of the 
collar. Turn the battery so the arrow on the top of the battery points to the unlock 
icon. Use a coin to press the battery in and turn it clockwise to the locked position; 
the top of the battery should be flush with the collar. The collar will automatically 
power on.

During normal operation, the status light will flash twice at regular intervals to 
indicate battery status and GPS signal quality.
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Color First flash (battery) Second flash (GPS)

Green More than 16 hours battery life remaining GPS signal quality is good.

Yellow 12 to 16 hours battery life remaining GPS signal quality is fair.

Red Less than 12 hours battery life remaining No signal

Status light
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Place the collar near the Guardian® GPS Connected Customizable Fence base unit 
and then open the My PetSafe® app.

Select your fence and then tap the settings icon at the bottom right corner of the 
screen. Tap Pets and then Add Pet.

Follow the on-screen prompts to connect the collar to your fence system and assign 
it to your pet.
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With your dog standing comfortably, place the collar high on his neck, just behind 
his ears. The collar’s antenna should be centered at the back of your dog’s neck.

Make sure the contact points are touching your dog’s skin. If your dog has long or 
thick hair, it may be necessary to switch to the long contact points provided or trim 
(not shave) the hair around the contact points.

Important: Check the tightness of the collar by inserting one finger between the tip 
of the contact point and your dog’s neck. The fit should be snug but not constricting.

Once you are satisfied with the fit of the collar, remove it from your dog and trim the 
excess strap, making sure to allow room for growth or a thicker winter coat.
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Remove the collar from your dog. With the collar powered on and close to the 
base unit, open your dog’s pet profile in the app and choose the desired correction 
level: tone only or static correction levels 1 through 10. Take care to choose the best 
correction level for your dog’s temperament.

Follow the steps in the training guide provided with your Guardian® GPS Connected 
Customizable Fence to teach your dog to understand and respect the boundary. 
Your dog should be old enough to recognize basic obedience commands such as 
“sit” and “stay” (approximately 6 months or older).

Every pet is unique, so training time will vary. Carefully watch over your pet in the 
boundary area until you have completed the training program and are confident your 
dog consistently respects the boundary regardless of distractions or tempations.
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For important safety instructions, please see the customer care guide.

Guardian® GPS
Fence Collar

For questions or additional tips:

support.petsafe.com

We’re here to help!


